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THE CRA ONLINE COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Reiki Exchanges, Shares and Events
CRA Registered Teachers are welcomed to post their Reiki Classes
and Reiki Shares in our online community calendar!
We request that posts are limited to your Reiki practice and not for
other modalities (ie Yoga). The CRA reserves the right to remove
events without notification or explanation.
You can access our Online Calendar Under the
“Practitioners/Teachers” heading on our
website under the Calendar and Exchanges link.
https://reiki.ca/practitioners-teachers/exchanges/#cid=1269&wid=6901
FOLLOW THE CRA UPDATES AND NEWS

CRA Website:
www.reiki.ca
ADVERTISING INFORMATION

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES

Advertising your business, sell
merchandise or place job ads in the
newsletter. On review of the content,
non-members can
also advertise in our newsletter.
Contact: Bonnie
craboard@reiki.ca

We are always looking for fresh articles
that would be of interest to our
members. If you wish to publish your
article or advertise in our newsletter,
below are the deadlines for each issue.

Ad Size

Members

Non
Member

ISSUE

Date of
Issue

Deadline
for ads &
Articles

Full

4.5”x7.5”

$70

$140

Spring

March 21

February 1

1/2

4.5”x3.75”

$40

$80

Summer

June 21

May 1

1/4

2.25”x3.75”

$20

$40

Fall

September 21

August 1

1/8

2.25”x1.87”

$10

$20

Winter
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December 21 November 1
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Message from the President
We hope everyone is well and keeping themselves safe during these unprecedented times.
One year into this pandemic and no one expected
that we would still live with COVID restrictions.
Many of us have been isolated from our family
and friends and missing social interaction. Using
Skype, Zoom, or our Alexa devices has been the only method of contact
we have during the lockdowns to keep in touch with one another.
We appreciate our members' support by renewing their memberships
as they come due. We are grateful for your help in keeping the
Association viable.
Set the Date:
May 29th, at 1 pm EST. For the 24th Annual General Zoom Meeting
We will send out reminders to reserve your spot for the Zoom meeting
as we get closer to the date
We have received a few inquiries as to when our members can start
seeing clients and students. The CRA posted a general response to this
issue on the front page of the CRA website. Our comment is as follows:
The CRA is a Federal Not for Profit Association. Reiki is a modality not
regulated by the Canadian Government. During these unprecedented
times, the Board of Directors strongly urges all Reiki Practitioners to
follow the guidelines given to us from all government levels. The CRA
recognizes our members' services as beneficial; however, these services
do not outweigh the risk of accelerating COVID-19 and varients' spread.
In-person Reiki sessions and classes are not an essential health care
service. When the Government orders non-essential services back to
work, we can resume our in-person Reiki sessions and classes and
following the necessary precautions outlined by the Federal and
Provincial leaders, including the leading Health Authorities
Stay Safe and Stay Well
Reiki Blessings,
Bonnie Smith
President
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CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION'S 24TH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
We, the Executive Oﬃcers and the Board of Directors of the Canadian
Reiki Association, invite our Class A members to join us for our 24th
AGM. Due to continued COVID travel restrictions and community
get-together, the AGM will be held as a Zoom meeting.
The Zoom meeting will be on:
May Saturday, May 29th at 1:00 -2:30 EST
All Class “A” Members (Registered Practitioners and Registered
Teachers) are encouraged to attend this meeting. Class “A” Members
will have a chance to review the Financials, Minutes of the 2020 AGM,
and any other pertinent documents prior to the meeting in the
Members Only Section of our web site.
Proxy votes will need to be submitted no later than
Wednesday, May 26th, 2021
Please visit our web site to pre-register for this meeting.
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How Do We Deal with this Pandemic?
Journaling & Meditation
How to combat the current state of
stress and anxiety
I regularly recommend using a journal to
express any feelings you may be experiencing for all of my clients. Now
is an excellent time to be honest with yourselves about how the current
state of aﬀairs aﬀects you. Release those feelings into the pages of your
journal, and when the moon is full, set those pages on fire to complete
the exercise.
It is also an excellent time to set some intentions you can use in your
meditation practices by sending out healing energies to Mother Earth
and humanity
You can place your intentions outside with a glass of water and your
favourite manifestation crystals, and a candle during a New Moon.
Whether you are a Reiki practitioner or like to receive Reiki regularly, you
can practice the following healing meditation to send healing to yourself,
your family, your home, your community, your country and across the
globe.
• Picture an energy field around you
• Focus on the colour of your energy field
• Watch as that energy field expands to cover your whole being and
beyond your physical body
• Now envision the energy field spreading to the members of your
family (distance does not matter)
• Then picture the energy encompassing the four corners of your home;
• Next, envision your energy field expanding out into your community
and surrounding areas all over your city, state and country;
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• Push your energy field limits even farther now and see how it crosses
the globe until it returns to you at your location.
• Additionally, I recommend that you charge and program a Clear
Quartz crystal with the same healing intentions to carry with you
during this time.
• Reiki practitioners may include any of the symbols we are attuned to
within this meditation to add a more powerful vibration.
Be well, and stay safe
Judy Camblor

Reiki Gently There
Being there for others
need not deplete us. The key is to
ot si yek ehT
The key is to
hold space unconditionally.
ourselves, others
srehto ,sevlesruo gWanting
nitnaW
h
h
Wanting ourselves, others
and situations to be diﬀerent from what they are meantato
a
be at this time and seeking results before they are meant
to happen is mind work that tires us and imposes a controlling tone
on others which disrupts the peace and trust of shared space.
Holding space while striving to achieve a particular outcome is a closed
state of being which is limiting because it does not allow for the
unknowable therapeutic and educational potential of energy
exchanges.
The gift of the Reiki system if we practice wholeheartedly is to gently
elevate us beyond our discomfort and impatience with what is and
help us attune to greater life energy which supports all change, growth
and transformation when the time is right. T! R-ARC
CRA-RT!

Tina Reilhan CRA-RT
www.calmcarereiki.ca
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Forgiving the Self
Trauma Guilt Heartache Heartbreak
Every single one of us has experienced this.
Whether it was mild, severe, or somewhere else
on the sliding scale, we have all experienced a
situation in which we have felt lost, confused, or
sad.
What we may not realize is even after we “move on,” our bodies, our
minds, and our cells have not yet let go. We may have forgotten the
situation in its entirety, or we may remember bits and pieces.
Specks. It is in those situations where specks of despair, grief, or guilt
have settled. The specks are covered in dust and forgotten about, but
still there. We may have covered them up with new memories. Year after
year. Layer upon layer. Once in a while, a unique situation or memory
may bring you right back to that moment in time. Or, more likely, a
current situation might trigger an emotional response that you don’t
quite understand. It may feel like déjà vu. At this moment, we have the
power to look at the emotional significance of this feeling, of this speck.
At this moment, we can uncover and release what no longer serves us.
For at this moment, your heart, your soul, is calling out for you. It is telling
you to put your Ego aside and heal yourself. Forgive yourself. Uncover
the speck that was covered in dust and forgotten. It may not be easy, but
it may be necessary.
Guilt. That word. That feeling. Release it. Whether the guilt is warranted
or not, it needs to be uncovered to be extinguished.
Here is an exercise that may help in releasing guilt and forgiving the self
1.
2.
3.

Set up your sacred space, whatever that may look
Ground yourself. Call on your angels or guides if you wish.
Envision the Reiki symbols or draw on your palms.
Level 1 Practitioners invoke Reiki
Level 2 Practitioners can use all three symbols
Reiki Masters can include the Master symbol.
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4.

Set your intention to release guilt and forgive the self.

5.

Place your hands over your heart and let Reiki flow, filling your
heart chakra with beautiful pink light. You may hold a rose
quartz crystal between your body and hands as you do this.

6.

Feel any emotions that come up. Acknowledge each one and
say, “I release this guilt. I release this moment. I forgive myself.”

7.

When you feel ready, bring your hands to Gassho and give
thanks for the healing.

Healing and blessings to all
Stefanie Ruth

Finding Reiki. Losing Reiki
Discovering Reiki for you again..
Why did you initially start learning Reiki?
Then why did you turn away from Reiki, at
least temporarily, to learn something else?

What do you think if you found this at Reiki, what you were looking for
somewhere else because your presumption was to find it there, would
you still need the other?
Or rather aim for your goal with Reiki? Have you ever rediscovered
Reiki for yourself after trying something diﬀerent ′′ in between?
What was the occasion to get back on Reiki?

Greetings
Walter Luebeck
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Guidelines for a Healthy Mindset
Humanity is currently experiencing one of its
most significant public health emergencies
thus far. Our communities' holistic health is
compromised, and we are waiting to see
how this will continue to unfold. This
situation may leave us feeling isolated,
powerless and helpless. Nevertheless, there
so much we can do as a collective. Aside from social distancing and
quarantine, we have one unique and powerful tool to help us get
through this: OUR MIND.
When our thoughts are healthy, our body and soul feel at ease. It is
crucial to pay attention to where our mind wanders, what information
we're feeding it and how this impacts our relationship with ourselves
and others. As I sit here at home, I continuously wonder, "How am I going
to make it without social interactions? How is my life going to continue when
I can't leave my home?". The answer is simple yet more complex than ever:
pay attention to yourself and gain control over your mind so that,
consequently, you can regain some sense of control over this situation.
Even when our surroundings feel chaotic and uncertain, our mind has
the power to protect and heal itself.
So, let's focus on our mindset for a moment.
I like to define mindset as to how we receive, perceive and react to our
environment and internal processes. Our mind undeniably runs our lives.
When we have a healthy attitude, we can put ourselves; first, we cope
better with stress, we find ways to reframe our thoughts and focus on
what is in the highest good for everyone involved.
When our thoughts are healthy, our body and soul feel at ease.
As our lives continuously change and evolve, it is essential to remember
that this stage too shall pass. So, how can we achieve a healthy mindset
in such diﬃcult times?
In my personal and professional experience as a mental health clinician
and a Reiki practitioner, I've been able to identify some basic and
practical skills we can all practice. Some people practice one item more
than the other; others try to practice them simultaneously.
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However you choose to practice these, it helps to remember that the
intention is to grow and learn from and with these practices, myself
included.
The following are not strict guidelines but rather healthy tools to utilize
daily.
Six Guidelines to a Healthy Mindset
• Acceptance – let's be real, no one likes too much change. We are
creatures of habit. Having a routine makes us feel in control of ourselves
and our world. And when something unexpected happens, we panic,
live in fear and see everything through a negative lens. People who
practice acceptance also practice flexibility and letting go. When you are
attaching to things, people and circumstances only create more
resentment and powerlessness. When we align with approval, we
surrender to the rhythms of life, and we flow with the energy of the
universe. When you practice acceptance, try doing it through the
following aﬃrmations:
•
•
•

Find a comfortable place to sit or lay
Close your eyes if it feels safe
Place your hand over your heart chakra and repeat:

As I detach from circumstances I can't control, I allow the universe to
guide me.
•
•
•
•
•
•

I let go of my need to control and my need to plan
Life is about phases, and this too shall pass
I can keep myself safe, despite the chaos around me
I was not ready to let go before, but I am now
When I accept what is happening, I give myself the gift of
peace.
I deserve that peace

Just Breathe
When we feel stressed, unsafe and threatened, we fall into "survival
mode" and forget to pay attention to one of the essential life skills:
breathing. It has been scientifically proven that the practice of deep
breathing and breathwork can rewire our brain, regulate our nervous
system and ease us into a calm state of mind. Therefore, using deep
breathing exercises directly impacts your body positively.
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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It also helps increase your self-awareness, reconnect with your positive
energy, and help you take control over your mind. As a practice, I
encourage clients to use the following steps twice a day, once in the
morning and once at night. You may also use them as you deem
necessary.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sit or lay in a position most comfortable.
Close your eyes if you are comfortable doing so.
Breathe through your nose rather than your mouth if that is
comfortable for you.
Deliberately slow your breathing down.
Breathe into a count of 4
Pause for a moment
Breathe out to a count of 4
Pause
Repeat
Make sure that your breaths are smooth, steady, and continuous

Gratitude
Queen Brene Brown, who studies shame and vulnerability, states that
data has shown how people who practice gratitude experience more
joy. I have been a willing victim of this unique practice and can personally
attest to its wonders. Gratitude teaches us to look for the good and
positive about our lives instead of focusing on lack and negativity. As we
foster a mind of scarcity, we create a life filled with pain, sorrow, and
resentment. When we practice gratitude, we refocus our energy and
attention on what we have, working, the strengths and qualities we
intrinsically possess. We allow ourselves to heal from the pain of
hopelessness and insuﬃciency. To start your practice, I recommend the
next steps:
•
•
•
•
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Keep a journal. Writing down what you are grateful for daily
can increase feelings of happiness and joy.
Don't overthink it and start with the little big things: people,
places, pets. Anything goes
Find new things to write about everything. You'll be surprised
how much we take for granted.
If writing takes too much of your time, name things, people or
places you are grateful for throughout your day or as many
times as you can remember
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER

Accountability
Journaling can be such a fantastic tool for keeping ourselves
accountable. Owning our feelings can be so diﬃcult to process
sometimes. Writing oﬀers the opportunity to clear our minds. It allows a
safe space for emotional expression, increasing our awareness by
practicing introspection and insight. It can also help challenge negative
thoughts, reframe your beliefs and acknowledge what you can and
cannot control. The content of that writing will carve the path you need
to follow to heal your deep-rooted wounds. If you are currently staying
at home, I invite you to practice morning writing pages, focusing on
releasing any mental trash, negativity and resentment you may be
experiencing. Allow yourself to do this for 2-3 pages each day. Trust me,
and it will make a massive diﬀerence in your life.
Making Ourselves A Priority
Remember, there is only one person who will be with you for the rest of
your time on Earth: YOU! The way you care for yourself will determine
your life quality and the relationships you establish throughout your
lifetime. During these diﬃcult times, self-care and self-love will play a
fundamental role. This is the perfect time to practice reiki, meditate,
journal, reach out to your support system, and tend to your needs. It is
also the best opportunity to establish boundaries, get comfortable
saying NO, and give yourself time to heal. Allow space for this process to
happen. Give yourself permission to hold yourself tightly and nurture
your mind, body and soul.
Reiki Practice
I cannot stress this enough. When we are feeling low, reiki energy will lift
us and embrace us in its loving power. Self-reiki can be a fantastic tool
when experiencing the toll of the low vibration energy around us.
Doesn't it feel yucky nowadays? Whether you're a reiki practitioner or
recently becamecurious about this beautiful tool, make time to practice.
A few quick and easy steps may look like this:
•
•
•

Find a quiet and safe space for yourself
You may sit upright, your feet touching the ground and your
heart lifted, or you may also practice this laying down
Place your hands over your lap, palms up and open.

CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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•
•
•
•

Set your intentions to heal by calling upon the Universal
Lifeforce
Visualize with your third eye a ray of white or violet light coming
down from above and entering your hands and crown.
Take a deep breath and allow yourself to receive and experience
that light
Focus your attention on those parts of your body that feel in
most need of support and healing.

You may create aﬃrmations to further assist you with focusing that
energy. Aﬃrmations may look like this:
•
•
•
•

I receive the Universal life force and embrace it in my body
I allow myself to heal through universal light
I deserve to heal and live a balanced and healthy life
I nurture my body, my mind and my soul through healing
energy

I invite you to read and learn about the fantastic benefits of this energetic
gift and take the time to immerse in it. The internet is a vast platform of
rich information. Use it wisely.
When we foster a balanced mindset, we can attain a lifestyle that speaks
health and wellness to your mind, body, and soul. Practice makes
changes.
Wishing everyone and their loved ones much love and healing during
this process.
Karla Sanchez
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Heal and Balance It
If it is diﬃcult for you to let yourself be
carried away by the wave, make changes, be
receptive to new ideas, or express your
sexuality, you have a blockage in the sacral
What's up with the Sacral Chakra?
The sacral chakra is located halfway between
the pelvic bone and the navel. Think of it as the point through which
flows freely, just like a smooth straight river, all the sexual and sensual
energy, passion, trust, pleasure, and desire. This is the center of feelings
– pure, genuine emotions.
If you feel unattractive, distrustful, and lack the feeling of femininity, you
close yourself in you. You do not share the love of your loved ones; you
cannot enjoy every aspect of your relationship – friends, family or loved
ones, and then certainly, you have the sacral chakra blocked.
The sacral chakra is where all the unconsumed energy gathers. Is there
is an unsatisfactory sex life? The negative energy following from past
sexual abuse, the feelings of love that have remained unspoken and
unconsumed, the energy of an unresolved relationship. chakra.
How Do You Know If You Have A Blocked Sacral Chakra?
Answer the following questions honestly:
* Do I feel comfortable with myself?
* Do I enjoy all aspects of my life?
* What are my beliefs about sexuality?
* What do I know about sexuality from childhood? Have messages been
sent to me that it's not a good thing to have the sex I have?
* Was I ashamed of my body as I matured? Breasts appeared, pubic hair
was I proud of the new body I was discovering?
* Has the issue of sexuality been openly discussed in the family? Was
it an embarrassing subject, approached clumsily, or ignored and
rejected?

CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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A sacral chakra imbalance can lead to a variety of health issues, such as
low sexual appetite, feelings of dissatisfaction or boredom in
relationships, unworthiness, endometriosis, irritable bowel syndrome,
and painful menstrual cycles, and infertility.
The second chakra stores memories, feelings and information on how to
relate with other people, the quality of relationships, the daily physical
aspects, the way we use our sexual and creative energy. The pelvic
organs, including the reproductive ones, along with the shawls, are most
susceptible to disease when there is a blockage or imbalance in the
second chakra.
If the energy of the second chakra is balanced, an upbeat, creative state
can set in. Literary, musical works can be born, sometimes reaching the
most miraculous and impressive form of creation, allowing the
transformation of anger into a passion – passion for life and innovation.
How to Heal and Balance Your Sacral Chakra?
* The sacral chakra's vibrant colour is orange. Any energy visualized
during meditation is orange. People who strive to improve the
sacral chakra's balance wear orange clothing and wear accessories
with carnelian, coral, or opal.
* The essential oil that to balance this chakra is jasmine.
* The second chakra element is water, so those who feel the need to
balance shall drink as much pure and alkaline water as possible.
* Liquids pass through the body faster than solids and help purify the
body and prevent the kidneys from overloading with toxins. Juices and
teas can also support this cleansing process. You eat orange food,
carrots, oranges, pumpkins, and foods that contain a lot of water
(watermelon, cucumber, coconut water).
Many diﬀerent mantras, prayers, and songs were composed to
honour the sacral chakra and help in the eﬀorts to bring it into balance.
As with each of the primary chakras, the sacral chakra has a one-syllable
mantra useful in meditation and other forms of healing practice: VAM,
which can be repeated vocally or subvocally during meditation.
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* Also, unlock the sacral chakra hot baths with salts and essential oils,
swimming, dance lessons, Tantra Yoga, or any other exercises that
involve movements in the hips and abdomen – salsa, meringue.
Sacral Chakra Sum-Up:
Active colour: Orange
One-syllable mantra: VAM
Flavours: Jasmine
Crystals: Carnelian, Coral, Opal
Suggested Activities:
Baths, showers
Pampering the body and treating it with tenderness and love
Drinking liquids – water, fresh juices, soups
Swimming
Taking walks along the edge of a lake
Sensual dance
Suggested Exercise:
With your knees and palms on the floor, in a four-legged position, inhale
gently as you push your back down and lift your head, then exhale
slightly and round your back and bend your head. Create a rhythm from
this movement. Repeat the exercise nine times.
Blessings
Authour Unknown

CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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Metaphysical Properties of Amethyst
Amethyst is my birthstone and has become one of my favourite crystals
to work with. It is primarily associated with the Third Eye and Crown
chakras. It is a powerful stone in crystal energy work, and I would
recommend it as a must-have for any crystal collection. It is common,
easy to find, and relatively inexpensive.
I use it often with clients who are suﬀering from sleep problems such as
insomnia or nightmares. I also use it often to ease the symptoms
associated with addiction and alcoholism. Amethyst has a wide array of
uses and is a staple in energy work. You can buy it tumbled, in rough
chunks, natural points, and beautiful clusters.
Emotionally
Amethyst soothes emotional pain. Helping to ease and release anger,
rage, grief, and fear helps heal from past abuse or trauma. It also reduces
insomnia, nightmares and night terrors that often accompany such
trauma. Amethyst can increase feelings of love, peacefulness, serenity
and encourage selflessness.
Mentally
Amethyst increases wisdom and clarity and aids in decision making,
making it an excellent stone for students and business owners. It can
also help one better handle stress and let go of anything negative
thought patterns.
Physically
Amethyst can help ease the symptoms of alcoholism and addiction,
aiding those who are suﬀering. It helps relieve headaches and migraines
and aids in the healing of indigestion, bruises, soreness and burns. It is a
good support stone for those going through treatment for cancer and
blood disorders, helping ease treatment discomfort and boosting
response. It is also a good support stone for those who are preparing for
death or transition.
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Spiritually
In addition to cleansing and balancing the Third Eye and Crown chakras,
Amethyst can enhance psychic abilities, visualization skills commonly
used for these purposes. It can help dream interpretation and recall and
with astral travel, giving another good reason to use this stone at
bedtime. It helps make connections with the inner child, higher self, and
Spirit.
Blessings
Tracie (Eaves) Talbott
Reiki Master

How Reiki Empowers You to Say No
I’ve always connected “Yes” to positivity and “No” to negativity. It took
me a couple of decades to come to terms with my power to say no to
people and things that pulled me down from my highest best.
A Reiki healer understands this concept throughout their journey with
Reiki. It’s not about cutting oﬀ people that don’t fulfill your needs and
interests. Let’s face the truth. There is a vast diﬀerence between people
who you need and who nurture you.
Honour Your Power, Honor Reiki
It all starts with Reiki’s energy exchange principle that insists Reiki’s
energy should be exchanged and not given away freely. The exchange
can, however, be decided by the mutual agreement of the healer and
the healee.
We believe Mother Nature is a caregiver, and in return, we are her
caretakers. In recent times, there have been several instances of energy
imbalances across the world. My healing instincts hint at Mother Nature’s
power to say “No” to the drastically increasing or, instead, accelerating
energy imbalances on Earth.
Reiki has equipped me to intuitively understand my power of free will
as a human being. When I was 15 and received my first Reiki initiation, I
wasn’t aware of the possible consequences of choosing a healer’s
journey. I wasn’t even sure what healing is, but Reiki decided to help me
heal my unguarded empathetic nature.
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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Usually, when I said no to a person or situation, I crib and cringe for
several days and weeks. It always thrills me to see how things pan out
over time, and then, I feel like Reiki pointing out to me that there was a
bigger icture that I failed to see at first. The decision to say no was the
best for me and others who were involved.
A real-life example with Reiki
I want to narrate a real-life example of when I received an oﬀer to join as
a professional Reiki healing practitioner contributing towards one of my
Reiki teacher’s healing practices. I was one of the first few students who
was approached with the oﬀer. My mind said that I owe my Reiki teacher,
and so, I should say yes. But, my heart was stubborn about saying a no.
I sat with Reiki, and HSZSN came to my rescue as always. The symbol
strengthened my solidarity and integrity as a healer. Whether I practice
Reiki as a healer or a common woman, I will do so with my heart and
soul. I don’t want to heal for an excessive amount. That’s not true to my
commitment to Reiki.
I’ve always tried to honour my heart in every situation. So, I half-heartedly
said no to my teacher. I didn’t have a job then, which could have been
the only income source, but I couldn’t say yes. I had to say no, and then
I realized six months why my heart was not ready to do it.
I came across my Reiki friends a few months later. They shared that they
realized the direction they chose wasn’t for their highest good and
decided to move ahead in their paths. We often fail to see situations for
what they are since we are busy building illusionary images of them in
our minds.
Reiki Empowers Healers To Say No
Now when I think about Reiki’s role in my life, I feel empowered with my
sense of empathy. I don’t feel exhausted and guilty while honouring my
Self with self-care and self-love. However, I was a problem child in my
relationship with Reiki. I’ve been unruly and unfaithful to the power of
Reiki, and still, the mother never abandons her child.
The HSZN symbol for me is the most compassionate and communicative
I feel it calls out to me when I’m faced with dilemmas to decide whether
to say yes or no to people or situations. I seek Reiki’s guidance even when
I’m travelling to new places. There have been instances when I’ve
cancelled my travel plans owing to Reiki’s guidance. The guidances are
always spot-on honest, and genuine straight to my heart.
Blessings,
Durga Pillai
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Invoking Archangels for Toddlers
If you are a toddler’s parent, you
know that it can be quite
challenging to control your tiny one!
A toddler is a child somewhere
between 12 to 36 months of age,
and today we are focusing on them
since they can give you rough times
quite often.
Being a parent is joyous, but it comes with its own set of challenges. Let’s
explore prayers and rituals to invoke Archangels to protect and guide
our tiny ones.
PROTECTION
For protection, we call upon our dear Archangel Michael. He is the leader
of all archangels and helps us with protection, courage, and strength.
Archangel Michael carries a sword that signifies protection and
safeguarding living beings.
~~Place a picture of Archangel Michael on the altar, decorate it with tiny
flowers and oﬀer sweets.
~~On a piece of paper, write the following prayer:
“Dear Archangel Michael,
I ask you to please protect my child (write name/s).
I believe that you are the divine protector of living beings. I ask you to
please surround my child with your protective blue shield at all times in all
directions of space and time.
Thank you!”
~~Place this paper where your kid sleeps (under pillow or mattress).
GUIDANCE
Archangel Gabriel means “the strength of God” as he is one of the
strongest of all archangels if the child isn’t responding well to your
instructions or acting mischievous.
• Set up an altar-like the above one and write the following prayer on a
piece of prayer:
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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“Guide my child (name) and help them with your divine advice. I pray to you
to guide him in the best way for him. Be present with my child, so he follows
what is right and in the interest of his highest good. I ask you to please bless
my child at all times in all directions of space and time.”
• Similar to the above prayer, you want to place this letter where the child
sleeps.
HEALING
Suppose your child has sustained an injury due to any reason, you want
to call upon Archangel Raphael. Archangel Raphael is a magnificent
magical healer of living beings. He is powerful and will send you signs
of his presence almost instantly as you write this prayer.
Set up the altar for Archangel Raphael, start writing this prayer to heal
your child as soon as possible with ease,
“Dear Archangel Raphael,
I call you in as I write this prayer. I ask you to please intervene in this
situation where my child requires your immediate attention. Please heal
(child’s name) with ease. I put my belief in you as I write this prayer. Please
comfort my child and speed up her/his recovery at the fastest rate possible
by your divine blessings. Please heal the trauma that this injury/accident
might have caused to their bodies, souls, and minds.
Thank you
• Place this letter under your child’s bed or put this somewhere near
them. Let it stay with them until they have recovered from the injury.
Children are innocent beings with no judgment; therefore, angels reach
them at an unbelievable speed. Before you even realize your child’s life
will improve for the better. Remember to do charity every time you write
a prayer if you can make charity (of any kind) to children orphanage or
hospital even better.
I hope you all benefit immensely from the prayers.
Blessings
Chanchal Mishra
Reiki Master
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Reiki Treatment Adjustment for Elderly
Typically, in a Reiki session, we adopt the
techniques suited to the client's needs
and conditions when passing the energy
onto them.
I begin my sessions by activating my
hands, performing the scan, then
repeating my invocations. I will ground
myself and then the clients before proceeding. I may follow the
sequences I was taught or work only the unbalanced spots/areas
detected during the scan.
Dealing with older adults in a Red Cross Daily Centre, I have observed
complicated emotional and physical conditions. Somedays, the
appointments I have available for each client had been reduced to
twenty minutes, and the Reiki session has to be adapted accordingly.
The clients I deal with are well above eighty, with some over the age of
ninety, and have low incomes. The majority have already lost their
spouse.
At the end of some sessions, I have observed the client's head to be
heavy. More work had to be done, but I was required to stop due to time
constraints. I decided to extract the negative energy instead of "giving"
energy to balance and, so far, it is working.
• The preparation of the room is the usual one
• Activate hands
• Make your invocations as usual
• Protect yourself (proper protection is important);
• Ground yourself and check your grounding during the procedure;
• Ground patient (very important) and check his/her grounding during
the procedure;
• Give Reiki for a few minutes on the shoulders or treat the areas where
they have pains (knees, ankles etc
• Place your hands on the top sides of the clients head;
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• Check client's grounding and mentally circulate the energy – earth
to the client, client to your hands and from your hands to the ground
via your roots. Keep this movement for two or three minutes, or
even more if you feel so.
• Before ending the session and keeping your hands on the patient's
head, give Reiki again for a couple of minutes.
Blessings
João Antão Marques
Reiki Master

PROCESSING YOUR
REIKI SESSIONS
Whether it be a psychotherapist, massage therapist, Reiki practitioner,
or any energy healing facilitator, any healing practitioner can benefit
from learning how to transition smoothly from one client to the next. In
many settings, appointments are back-to-back, with just a few minutes
between each one. There may be days when the practitioner feels
exhausted, although the number of sessions was the same. Let's examine
a few real-life situations.
Your first client of the day was very demanding. She asked many
questions, expressed considerable doubt about Reiki and said your fee
was too high for what she received. Your next client was dealing with
grief from the loss of his spouse; you felt much empathy towards him;
he appreciated Reiki and seemed less sad when he left. Your next client
was a regular client, focusing on his degenerative disease and how he is
coping with it. The last client of the day was an angry woman – upset
with her job, sister, and boyfriend. She reported feeling lonely and
insecure; she left in a much calmer state.
There was no time in between sessions to process all this
information, emotions and energies. You set the intention to "set aside"
these after each session to be able to focus on the following client. The
ideal time to process these events would be immediately after each
session. The next perfect time would be at the end of the workday.
However, we do not live in an ideal world!
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Your day has ended; you are ready to clean up your practice space, go
home and have a quiet dinner with your spouse. While you may feel
better for the next few hours, the processing of these sessions must
occur for you to maintain your own professional – and personal – wellbeing.

Each Healing Practitioner Needs To Find A Method That Works
For Her/Hm.
Here are some ideas:
• Set aside time each evening, or the following morning before you
see clients, to review each session in your mind. Write down
anything that bothers you; journal on these notes when you
have a block of time but do it within a few days.
• When you feel upset by a session, ask yourself these
questions: What exactly was upsetting to me? What emotions did
I have?
• To maintain balance, also process the sessions when you
had positive feedback. Identify and write about your
emotions after these sessions.
• Give gratitude always – for all clients and sessions.
There may be clients and situations where you cannot determine what
was upsetting to you; or how to deal with your emotions. Please do not
judge yourself or think you are "less than" another professional. It isn't
easy to be objective when you are emotionally involved in a situation.
When is it helpful to contact your Reiki Master or another Reiki or healing
modality practitioner or mentor? Be honest when discussing what
occurred and how it made you feel. Often, another practitioner with
much experience can assist you in this process.
And, don't forget doing self-Reiki during the Reiki process is always
helpful! Take care of yourself, as this is the only way to maintain
professional and personal healthiness.
Blessings
Deborah Lloyd, Reiki Master
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What Is the Big Deal about

Vibrations?

There are a lot of us who are trying to achieve
or manifest our heart desires. And, we have
heard that we have to “vibrate” at a certain
level. But what does vibrating at a particular
level mean? How do you do that?
There are multiple moments in our day to day
life where we start feeling heavy and anxious. If you notice carefully,
these kinds of “moods” in the morning bring down your energy. You end
up getting scolded by the boss, getting late to work, having a hard time
with the client or burning your favourite dish that you were trying to
cook. These are all examples of low vibrational incidents that we allow
in our daily lives. The idea now is to live consciously!
What Is the Vibration?
Scientifically it is oscillating particles causing some motion. Living beings
are composed of infinite microscopic cells that vibrate each second to
keep our system moving and alive. Therefore vibrations are crucial for all
living beings. Regardless of our perception of stationary or non-stationary objects, every object in this universe is continually moving. And,
guess what moves the fastest? Our thoughts!
What Aﬀects Your Vibration?
How you are feeling inside mostly matters to your vibrations. Here is an
example, when you see and react to a particular post or ad on the
internet, it shows up all similar posts and ads. This vibration is precisely
how your vibration works.
You must have noticed that you are delayed for all other tasks that day
when you are late in the morning for an urgent task. That is how powerful
your vibration is! Being low vibrational can severely aﬀect your
manifestation process. You are a powerful being and cannot aﬀord to
have thoughts of hate, anger, jealousy, unforgiveness since they all
represent low vibrations. The more you have them, the less likely you are
to manifest.
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How Soon Does Your Vibration Shift?
In a split second! One cute puppy can lift your vibration, and one small
scuﬄe can ruin your whole day.
How Can You Keep Your Vibrations High?
• Play your favourite music in audible volume
• Dance often – everything that moves forward never dies,
same for your vibrations
• Let go – things will keep changing as always
• Wear bright, energetic colours
• Consume organic good quality food and beverages
• Appreciate the goodness in all. Yes, we all have something
good in us, don’t we?
• Fluids – keep yourself hydrated at all times
If you succeed in doing even two out of all things listed daily, trust me,
you will be breaking all the chains of low vibrations. The secret of
vibrations is vast that we will be discussing in forthcoming articles, but
before that, you must prepare yourself to welcome your desires. An
African proverb reads, “When there is no enemy within, the enemies
outside can do you no harm.”
We have been provided with enough resources by mother nature. We
need to access them consciously and get into the right frame of mind to
welcome what we desire. I hope this article helps you raise your
vibrations significantly and bringing about a positive change in your
lives.
Blessings
Chanchal Mishra
Reiki Master
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